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Showdown is the ground-breaking new racing game from legendary arcade game publisher Sega and 
racing specialists Codemasters, the team behind 2010’s hugely successful GRID arcade racing game. 
Showdown delivers arcade thrills and full contact racing in every event, each an electrifying festival of 

energy, speed and destruction that demands repeat play.

Players will fully commit on every corner and overtake as they take on spectacular circuits set across the 
world. Showdown’s tracks are littered with obstacles, pinch points, multiple-routes and ramps to deliver 
action-packed, white-knuckle action in each and every race. Players are fully immersed in the action with 
the game’s stunning graphics, a huge HD 65” LED display and ground-breaking pivot motion technology. 
An all-new handling system makes the game both accessible and rewarding for the player as they dive 

into a new world of motorized mayhem bursting with speed, style and destruction. 
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Marquee
Showing off the four cabinets in style is this amazing attraction marquee. When fully lit and 
running Showdown TV, these bespoke cabinets will be the main attraction in any location. 

Showdown Special Attraction is a combination of ground-breaking new 
technology and years of expert experience in video game cabinet design, 
delivering striking looks and an experience like no other!

Showdown TV
These two huge HD displays show player’s real time reactions, so spectators feel like 
they are part of the action. Whilst in Showdown TV’s demo sequence, the display shows 
off the game’s sensational on-track action to attract new players.

Giant Screen 
A super big HD 65” LED screen creates the most realistic and 
immersive game experience possible for the player.

Pivot Motion Seat
Feel the experience of drifting, crashing, overtaking, performing 
takedowns, landing jumps and boosting like never before.

Authentic Dashboard
The authentic dashboard has real working dials, buttons and a fully functional radio.

Online Leaderboards & Unlocks
Showdown takes advantage of Sega’s exciting new online portal ‘Sega Scores’. At the end of a game 
players are presented with an onscreen QR code that when scanned with a smartphone takes them to segascores.com. 
Here they can see their ranking for that cabinet, location and region, as well as their overall position on the  global leaderboard.  They can 
brag about their skills via social media and get awarded new unlocks in game. When a player uses a code and unlocks a new feature, they are 
given a new code with the new item added to their previous collection. This expands the Showdown experience for the player and encourages repeat play.

SHOW TIME
Exterior Specifications
• New bespoke cabinet design
• Translucent rear fascia panels
• Bold artwork throughout the cabinet
• Signature LED lighting

Interior Specifications
• Stainless steel floor fascia panels
• Fully functioning radio
• High performance 5.1 surrounds sound
• Huge HD 65” LED screen 
• Force feedback steering
• Driver adjustable pivot motion seat
• Optical safety sensors
• Motion Stop button
• Authentic automotive warning lights
• Player face camera
• Stainless steel unlock code keypad
• Authentic dashboard with stainless steel effect, fully 
    working dials, toggle switch and engine start button

Dimensions
• Overall Depth  -  2225mm   /  87.60”
• Overall Width  -  8698mm   /  342.44”
• Overall Height -  2857mm   /  112.48”

All images are computer generated renders, final product may vary. FACTS



Giant Screen
Showdown incorporates the latest in display technology, using a full 
HD 65” LED screen filling their field of vision and placing the player 
at the very heart of the action. Coupled with the full motion system it 
creates a realistic and immersive gaming experience.

Pivot Motion Technology
By incorporating this unique motion technology, Showdown breaks new ground in motion based video 
game racing and will set the standard for immersion in the genre. The pivot based motion system of 
Showdown propels players from side to side, creating a unique sense of G-Force. With this technology in 
place, players will feel the full force of drifting, crashing, overtaking and more like never before. Show-
down features the perfect gameplay to demonstrate this incredible new technology.

FEATURES

Authentic Dashboard
Every aspect of the game has been designed with the player in mind – to captivate, thrill and heighten 
their senses each time they sit in the driver’s seat. The authentic dashboard features real working dials, 
buttons and a working radio, suitably titled ‘Wreckage Radio’, featuring licensed tracks that perfectly 
complement the on track action. It’s all designed to immerse players in the unique, exciting and 
competitive world of Showdown from the moment they sit down to play. 

All images are computer generated renders, final product may vary.



DEMOLITION

RACE OFF
MODES

KNOCKOUT

CROSSROADS

A no holds barred, wild racing event where it’s a fight to the finish line by 
any means necessary. Show your opponents who is the true king of the road 
by smashing them off it as you sprint for the checkered flag.

Showdown features four distinctive 
game modes to conquer. 

Push pedal to metal and drive it like you stole it as you knock out opponents
from the top of the platform, and try to stay on top yourself. Use boost to 
deliver crunching T-Bone crashes or dash out the way of incoming hits.

A closed arena map where the aim is to take out opponents by smashing, 
bashing and shunting them to oblivion. Powered by Pivot Motion Technology, 

Showdown arcade brings demolition derby alive like never before.

Race on classic figure of eight circuits, where it’s full-on 
carnage in cars at the track’s intersection points.
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Showdown is all about showing off and features some truly iconic and compelling locations to experience 
its unique brand of all-action racing. Players will feel the heat in Miami, get wrecked in San Francisco 

and turn up the style in Tokyo. Gamers can also hoon around the dangerous docks of Yokohama, smash 
through the snow in Colorado and get lairy in Los Angeles.  It’s a wild world of racing.

LOCATIONS
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Each Showdown race is a raucous event where high energy racing meets high 
impact destruction. Amplifying this core gameplay experience, a party atmosphere 
surrounds each circuit – crowds in the thousands cheer the drivers on and react to 
the action as it unfolds.  Fireworks and lasers flood the sky, planes buzz the track 
and many more environmental effects help create a celebratory, festival vibe for 
each and every event. 

ENVIRONMENTS
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Ten car classes featuring twenty cars - from muscle cars and pick-up 
trucks to sports cars and even hearses – means there’s a ride to suit 

every driver’s desire! Each has its own strengths, weaknesses and 
character, so players can choose their favorite or conquer them all 

as they take on Showdown’s different race events. 

CARS
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INSPIRATION

For the Showdown design team, the goal was far more than simply to create a new cabinet, but to take the arcade racing experience to a whole new 
level, in the driving seat and beyond. Taking inspiration from the real world of racing, a driver’s helmet  - an  iconic piece of racing equipment which 
symbolizes speed, thrill-seeking and life on-the-edge - provides the form for this striking cabinet. The result is a dramatic piece of design that invites 

players to get fast and furious in a new world of racing and demands attention from any passerby.
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www.segaarcade.com
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